Feature
(Follow the hyperlink to view
more details)

Change Details

Considerations

Global Search

Selecting the global search icon on the top of any page and entering a search term will return results
across the instance. Results can be filtered by ideas, users, comments, and challenges.

By default, the filter will be set to "ideas". All idea details are
searched, including the idea tags and closure form details.

Star Rating

Star Rating will now use an average of ratings, without adding weight or altering the rating using the
previous Bayesian calculation. Rating count will be shown on each idea to all users.

Active Challenges with rating enabled will be recalculated for
each idea and the graduation setting will be increased by "1".
We suggest checking graduation settings and idea progress for
each open challenge and challenge template.

Down voting has been removed and has been replaced with a new single vote icon for both ideas and
comments. All users can view who has supported the idea or comment. Additionally, we have
removed the Approval Rating metric and graduation setting for all communities and challenges.

For all open, draft, and scheduled challenges and
communities, ideas meeting all graduation criteria except
approval rating, will graduate to the next stage upon
upgrade. Challenges and templates should be reviewed.

Custom image galleries can be added for ideas and challenges by super admins. This change is instance
wide and can be configured using the Image Management setting. The idea owner Thank You image
can also be customized here.

These changes are instance wide and will update challenge
templates as well. Existing ideas are not affected. Once you
create a custom gallery, all stock images are removed.

The new quick view pop up will provide a more guided experience with both the idea details and
commenting being directly linked from the dialogue pop up.

Prompt text can be edited using the language editor if
desired.

The top ranked ideas, top pairwise voters and the pairwise activity widgets will be hidden to nonadmins by default.

Widget permissions can be modified using the Site Editor if
desired.

Up / Down Voting

Image Management

Quick View UI

Pairwise Updates

Challenge Wizard

A "sponsor" and "invited crowd size" field has been added to the wizard. The Sponsor will be displayed
on the Challenge Home page and the invited crowd size entry will be available in Insights.
Additionally, the email frequency for the "Challenge Update" email can be configured from the wizard.

Remember to update the email frequency as this email is sent
to all members of challenge. To deactivate, use the email
templates configuration.

Idea Page Changes

A new idea control panel will be available from the idea page under the "More" option. Additionally,
the Attachments interface has moved and a new activities widget will include recent actions
pertaining to the idea.

If needed, update your internal assets to inform participants
and admins on the UI changes.

Consolidate Ideas

The Consolidate Ideas feature now shows all ideas when consolidating and viewing ideas.

No action needed

Editable Widget

Canceling changes in an editable widget now functions as expected.

No action needed

Uploading Files

Files with uppercase extensions e.g .PNG and .JPG can now be uploaded.

No action needed

Draft ideas will now be displayed on user profiles regardless of additional configuration needs.

No action needed

Draft Ideas

Remember to make any desired changes to your existing challenge templates as desired

